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1'"" sys ems OJ ,arge commercIa ullulngs consume energy in excess of the sum
t~tal of the bu.i/~ing loads. This excess energy use is due to the fact that a single

S. Katipamula air-handier unit In a HV AC system, having to provloe conditioned air at different
supply temperatures to different zones in the building, can do so only by resorting

to either (a) a certain amount of mixing of cold and hot air streams as in dual-

D. E. Claridge duct systems o.r (b) to termina~ reheating. in single-duct systems. This mixing of

cold and hot air streams or terminal reheating result in an energy penalty which can

Energy Systems Laboratory. b~ minimized by say, convertin~ a constant air .volum~ ~ CA V) system to a variable
Texas A&M University air I:IOlume ( V A V) system, but It cannot be entirely eliminated. This paper proposes

College Station, TX 77843 an Index, called the Energy Delivery Efficiency (EDE), which characterizes this
~ penalty and rates the energy performance of HV A C systems on an absolute scale.

We develop the mathematical basis of the EDE approach for both one-zone and

two-zone buildings, that allows determining the variation of the ideal EDE with

outd?or tempera!ure for a specific building. Year-long measured whole-building
cooling and heating energy use data from two retrofitted buildings are finally used

to illustrate differences between actual EDE plots of CA Vand V A V systems how

they compare with the ideal EDE of a two-zone building, and how the ap;roach

can provide diagnostic insights into HV AC system efficiency in specific buildings.

1 Introduction

Retrofits to HV AC equipment and replacement of equip- The purpose of this paper is to further advance the tech.
- ment and lights are widely used energy conservation measures niques by which monitored whole-building energy data in com-

in commercial buildings. Though these are necessary steps, they mercial buildings are currently being analyzed. This is done

do not by themselves assure that the building is being efficiently by suggesting a new manner of analyzing whole-building energy
operated on a continuous basis. It is becoming increasingly use which is capable of providing certain powerful and fun-

clear that continuous monitoring of a small number of whole- damental insights into how efficiently the HV AC system de-
building energy use channels and the analysis of the corre- livers energy to the building zones.

sponding data can lead to both accurate retrofit savings iden- Specific objectives of this study are as follows: .

tification and improper building operation (see, for example, (i) to propose an index, called EDE (Energy Delivery Effi-

Haberl and Vajda, 1988). This approach has shown great ben- ciency), by which the total energy performance of HV AC sys-

efit even for very large buildings since it has proven to be an terns in commercial buildings can be rated on an absolute scale.

useful complement to the current generation of EMCS systems. The approach is akin to the concept of Carnot Efficiency as

Several energy conservation programs relying on the approach a way of defining the theoretica1limit of heat engines as well

of continuous measurement of a relatively few whole-building as rating the relative performance of different engines. The
energy use channels are underway (for example, the Loan- index would serve as a means of evaluating different generic

""-""" STAR program, see Cla~dge et al., 1991). Analysis tec.hniques HV AC.system ~ypes (for example, Constant Volume I?ual Duct

. of the metered data dunng pre- and post-retrofit penods are or Variable Air Volume systems) as well as perffiltting the

described by several researchers, for example, MacDonald and energy performance of a particular HV AC system in a specific

Wasserman (1988) and Kissack et al. (1992). building to be assessed against an absolute standard; and

-

ib b the Solar r_- Di .. f THE . ,,-- (Ii) to illustrate the applicability and the diagnostic ability of

Contn ut~ y ~Icy VISion 0 ~CAN ~~J' Of" EDE . h .
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1 Theoretical Basis requirement is modeled as a one-zone case and is really the

.' 'n com IDEAL limit, since it is possible to envision mechanisms (say,

A fundamental dlffe~ence I~ co~fort .en~rgy. use I . - a double-bundle condenser heat pump arrangement whereby

""-" mercial buildings as against residential bulldln.gs IS that, w~lle heat from the interior zone is pumped to the perimeter zone

at any given time a residence consumes.energy elthe.r for c.oo.llng (Stoecker and Jones, 1982» by which buildings with highly

or for heating, "most HV AC systems In co~merclal buildings variable zonal loads can still be satisfied by HV AC systems

simultaneously heat and cool the suppl.y air. Thu~ the total designed for operation with one-zone buildings. Though such

energy consumed by the ~V ~<7" system IS usually hlg~er than systems are being installed in mid-sized commercial buildings

the al g ebraic sum of the indivIdual zonal loads. ThIS excess
h . d d. . t ese are not yet WI esprea .

energy use is caused. b~ two dlstl~ct phen?~ena: .. Taking the control volume to include both the HV AC system
(a) the presence of distinct zones In the bUlldl?g ~Ith different and the building, and viewing electric loads such as lighting
heating and cooling loads. For e~ample, t~e high..nter.nalloads to be generated internal to the control volume, a heat balance I
coupled with the absence of skl~ losses In ~he Inteno.r zones 'elds

of the building require that cooling be provIded to this space YI

even when the outdoor temperature is low enough to require QB=Ec-EN (I)

heating in the perimeter zones. Thus conditioned air must be where

provided at different sup.ply temp~ratures to these zones. Often QB - net building heat gains or net cooling load,
the same air-handler Unit must slmul.taneously meet these re- Ec - measured whole-building cooling thermal energy supplied

quirements. In a dual-duct constant air vol~me system (C~ V?, by the cooling coil, and

for example, the separate hot and cold aIr .streams are !n.dl- EN - measured whole-building thermal heating energy supplied
vidually heated and cooled ~rst, and then ml;"ed at the mlX1ng by the heating coil.

boxes of each zone depending on the .r~quI.red load of t~at The value (Ec - EN) can be viewed as the amount of comfort

particular zone. ~e ne~ effect of such mlX1ng!S t~at the cooling energy which would be required had NO mixing of cold and

coil (or the heating coil) has to meet the building loa~ ANI? hot air streams taken place. This amount is thus a sort of

the heating (or cooling) .load p~ovided by the other coil. This absolute thermodynamic minimum. In actuality, the building

phenomenon is calle~ coil bucking (St.~~er and Jones, 1982). consumes total thermal energy amounting to (Ec+ EN), Con-

This bucking inefficlency.can be; mIm~lzed, but cannot be sequently, we define a ratio called the Energy Delivery Effi-

entirely eliminated even wIth va~able ai~ volu~e (V A V) ~ys- ciency (EDE) which rates this amount of simultaneous heating

terns. Under low building loads, Indoor aIr qUa}Ity constraInts and cooling as
require fresh air intake in V A V systems to be In excess of the . ..

minimum modulated flow rate suffic,ient to meet.the loads, EDE=thermodynarmc minImUm energy use

and consequently, simultaneous heating and cooling cannot actual energy use

--- be avoided. . -'

2)(b) engineering constraints in how the heating and cooling co~s = (Ec- EN)/(Ec+ EN), (

\~ in dual duct systems operate: Temperatu~e sens,!rs placed In Alternatively, in order not to have negative values of efficiency
;;' the air streams regulate heating and cooling fluid flow such when the building requires more heating energy than cooling

that the exit air stream temperatures are constant. Alternately, energy, absolute values can be taken as follows:

for better energy efficiency, the deck temperatures are set ac-

cording to an outdoor air temperature schedule (Knebel, 1983). EDE = I(Ec-EN) 1/(Ec+ EN), (3)

These control settings are often not properly tuned to the load The EDE index of an actual system, defined by Eq. (3) and
variations of the building and energy bucking takes place even estimated from measured whole-building cooling energy and
in a one-zone building. An optimal but costly procedure for heating energy data, would lie between 0 and I, the latter

minimizing this penalty is to install a direct digital controller indicating no simultaneous heating and cooling. The building

whose purpose is to vary the deck temperatures such that the can then be viewed as operated at its thermodynamic efficiency

cold deck temperature is continuously adjusted to meet the limit.

cooling needs of the warmest zone and the hot deck temper- Kreider and Rabl (1993) have proposed another type of

ature is set to meet the heating needs of the coolest zone index, the Multizone Efficiency Index (MEI), to account for

(Honeywell, 1988). . the inefficiency caused by simultaneous heating and cooling

The ideal HV AC system should only consume the ~equlred of different zones. Their approach is analogous to ours but

amount of energy necessary to offset the net building heat differs in that they define two indices: one for heating and one

gains and to condition the outdoor air intake. This energy for cooling. For example, the heating MEI is defined as the

Nomenclature

per unit floor area of

building perature of the zone or

A = conditioned floor area of m. = ventilation or fresh air building

building flow r~te into building U = overall building shell

As = surface area of building pe~ U~lt floor area of heat-loss coefficient

0, b = coefficients defined in buildIng S b . ts

Eq. (6) QB = buildin$ thermal ga;in u SCrIp .

Oint = internal loads per unit T. = outdoor dry-bulb air o = air .

floor area of building temperature C = cooling

,;- Oso/, bIoI = intercept and slope terms T b = balance point tem~r.a. E = exte~or zone

"'-"" of linearized solar loads ture of zone or building H = heaung

c = specific heat at constant T c = outdoor dry-bulb temper- I = interior zone

P pressure ature above which latent Ide.aJ = id~

E = whole-building HV AC loads appear on the cool- Min = ffilrumum

system energy use or load ing coil. sol = sol~ .

m. = total supply air flow rate T.. = thermostat set point tem- v = ventilation



ratio of the annual heating energy required by the "ideal" (h) effects of latent loads will be neglected in our model in
one-zone system to the observed annual heating energy. The order to retain the intuitive simplicity of our approach.
choice of the annual time scale is not the real difference between Assuming the sign convention that space heat gains are po-
both approaches, rather the facts that (i) MEllimits itself to sitive, we have
the one-zone case, and (ii) heating and cooling energy uses are - VA T - TAT - Ttreated as separate quantities in the MEI approach while they Qs. I.zoot - , (. lOt) + m,!:'p (. lOt)

are treated in conjunction in the EDE approach. + alol + biOi T. + ainlA (4)

Note that the EDE concept could be applied to any time with the terms defined in the nomenclature.
scale: hourly, daily, monthly, o~ even.ye~IY. We sh.all, ~~w- The above equation can also be expressed in terms of the
~ver ,.pres.ent the development. with da~ly tIme scales ImplIcItly balance point temperature of the zone (Mitchell, 1983). The

In ffiJnd In order. to be consIstent with current analyses o~ balance point temperature (T b) is defined as the outdoor tem-

retrofit ~nergy saVIngs (for ~xample, the LoanST AR progra.m, perature at which neither heating nor cooling is required by

see Clandge et al., 1991, Kissock et al., 1992) and to provIde the zone. From Eq. (4) with Q - =0 we have

sufficient diagnostic insight. Further, the use of daily data for ' -I S.I ZODe ,

this analysis has several advantages: (a) it retains the resolution T = ( bioi + I) T - alol + ain.A (5)
required to observe variation in energy use with outdoor con- b VAs + m,!:'pA lOt VA, + m,!:'pA + bioi.

ditions and other building parameters; (b) avoids the com- . . . .
plexity introduced by thermal mass effects and by the strong In order t~ vI~uallze how QS.l.ZO~ vanes wlt.h outdoor tem-
diurnal scheduling patterns of internal loads; (c) significantly pera~ur~ T., It ":'111 be ~ore conve~lent to consIder Eq. (4) and
reduces the amount of data to be manipulated and interpreted rewnte It as a simple linear functIon of T. such as
as compared to hourly data while remaining large enough for Qs, I.zoot = a + b T. (6)

robust statistical analyses. where
A very common type of HV AC retrofit in any air-side con-

servation program is the change from a CA V system to a V A V a = alol + aiDl A - VA,T Jet - m,!:'pA T lOt

system (Claridge et al., 1991). Thus most of the discussion in and
this paper would be directed towards these types of HV AC b = (VA + m A + b )

systems. The general conceptual approach can, however, be ' ,!:'p 101 .
applied to any type of HV AC system. Finally, in an ideal one-zone HV AC system, mixing need

not take place since at any given time, the zone calls for either
heating only or cooling only. Thus

3 Building Loads and Idealized EDE EDE1deaI, I'ZOM = 1. (7)
In order to bette~ appreciate the EDE conc~pt, ~e n.eed to Figure 1 depicts how the ventilation air flow rate (mil)' build-

~- unders.tand ho,,:," .bulldmg loads should vary wlt~ climatic ~nd ing loads (Qs), and ideal EDE vary with outdoor temperature

, operating ~~dltl.ons. We shall treat two theoretical scenanos: . in relation to the set point and the balance point temperatures.

,J (a) the buI.ldl.ng I~ treated as a I-zone space, and . The behavior of the building load line a in Fig, I, given by

(b) the building IS treated as a 2-zone space: one penmeter Eq. (6), is linear. Recall that Eq. (6) is strictly valid when latent
zone and one core zone. loads are omitted. Load line b, shown dotted in Fig. I, is a

3.1 One-Zone Model. A heat balance on the building m.ore realistic rel?r~sentation of ho",,: actual buil~ng loads vary

neglecting mass storage effects yields an expression for the WIth T. and exhibIts a segmented li?ear behaVIor at .Tc w~en

total heat gains QB of the building (Knebel, 1983): latent loads start to appear. Load lines.a and b are I~entlc;at

Q. = shell transmission loads + infiltration and ventilation for T. values low.er than the ch.ang.e POIn~. The ~ro,:",mg dif-

loads (both sensible and latent) + solar loads (both direct and ~erence. between.line:s a and b with increasing T. Indicates ~he

transmission) + internal loads (including gains from people). IncreasIng contnbutlon of latent loads to the total loads (ratios
By ventilation load we mean the energy required to raise or

lower the amount of fresh air intake to the enthalpy level of
the return air stream. Though ventilation load is strictly a
HV AC system load and not really a building load, we have ~ ~

I ii: i
chosen to include it with the other building loads for purposes j ~ !!

of convenience in the theoretical treatment. ~ ;mv.desi9" : i

> ~ "

We shall make the following assumptions: '0 0 : i '

(a) the HV AC system is .ass~med. NOT to hav~ an economizer .. go i i...' '.' .

cycle. Further, the ventilation air flow rate IS constant over . '8 '8 i :

the year at a specified design value; 2; u ~; i
(b) the thermostat set point temperature T set is fIXed at a mean ~:§ go 0 i T T ! T

yearly value; O] "6 : b C i set

(c) infiltration loads are assumed negligible or considered part ~ l.. I i i

of the ventilation loads; 2 ! i
(d) solar gains are a linear function of outdoor dry-bulb tem- .!. 0 : !
perature (Yadon et al., 1991; and Knebel, 1983); 2"! i
(e) daily internal loads consisting of heat gains from lights ~ ~ i i

and equipment and from occupants are approximately constant .. - t t . T
a

over the y~; .. . . . . FIg. 1 Conceptual varfaUon of ventllitlon Ilr flow rite, building toldl

(f) the ventilation air flow rate, I.e., the fresh air Intake IS the Ind EDE-. with outdoor temperature. No economIzer cycle's pr.-

same for CA V and V A V systems. Note that it is the air flow sentlnd the'"b::ildlng Is Issumed to be I one.zone building. load line

'-:---' rate to the space which is modulated in a V A V system, not I Is linear IS given by Eq. (6) and neglects latent loads. lold line b II I
the fresh air or ventilation flow rate; more realistic representation thlt Includes the effects of Ihelatentloads

. h I d d which Ippear only when T .Is hIgher thin T co The discontinuous valfillon

(g) ducts are perfectly Insulated (i.e., no eat osses) an . ucts of EDE-. '- It the ballnce polnttemperlture .. to be noted and

have DO air leakage. Alternately, duct losses can be consIdered represents the point It which the buildIng swftches from heating to

to be part of envelope loads; and cooling.

1""mAI nf .c.nlAr J:nArnv J:nnlnAArlnn ".v.."",. "_I ~. ~~

..11- ~
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which may reach up to 30-40 percent, ASH RAE, 1985). Finally c !; ; ;,

note that the loads are zero at T. = T b as per the definition of ~ ~ ! i i

. 0 . ' "
balance point temperature. 'E 0 : ::

'"'--" EDE1dcaJ. I-IOK is always I for all values of .T. (see Fig. I). ~ ~mv.desi<Jn! i; -

To illustrate more clearly how the balance point temperature > '0 0: :.

T b affects heating and cooling energy requirements, we have i Totol coolin9i : Ec - EH

plotted EDE1deaI, t-zo« as defined by Eq. (2). We ~ee th~t t.he ~.£ i lood' 0

index is +1 forT.> Tband-lforT.<Tb.Thedlscontanulty .0"0 : EC B,'

at ~

. = T. re p resents the switch over from heating to cooling g 9. <3 T
b , i 0

. NO',' BE

as T. mcreases. O '.~ 0' 0 ' ~
~ c T,

'.-: .- set

3.1 Two-Zone Model. The one-zone model is generally ~ ~ "0

applicable to residences and small buildings without simulta- I

neous heating anct cooling. However, as discussed earlier, most 1 Hi

commercial buildings have rather distinct interior and exterior . + 1 ~ :

zones. In order to render our discussion more realistic, let us g i

extend the treatment adopted above to the more appropriate ~ i

two-zone building. N 0

In addition to the assumptions made earlier, we further i

.

assume that ~ ~ -1

(i) the building is regular in geometry (a rectangle can be as- ... . " T

sumed for further simplification) with one exterior or perimeter 0

zone and one interior or core zone. Most office and commercial Fig. 2 Conceptual variation of ventilation air flow rale, Inner and outer

. . h' (K be l zone loads, lolal cooling and lolal heating buildIng loads, and EDE-.

bulldmgs can be conceptua))y broken down t IS way ne, wllh ouldoor lemperalure No economIzer cycle Is present and the

1983). Offices are norma))y designed adjacent to windows and ~'uiidlng Is Irealed as a two-zon~ buildIng and lalenlloads are neglecled.

SO form a ring around the perimeter about 5-7 m wide. Cor- The change-polnl behavior of Ihe buildIng lolal cooling and lolal heating
ridors could be either lumped into the perimeter zone (if office loads wllh T,ls to be noled.

~ doors are norma))y left open), or lumped into the core zone;

(j) the two zones have identical set point temperatures; ditions no mixing of hot and cold air streams need occur and

(k) ve!1tilation ~d the internall?~ds are shared between both EDE Idcal, 2-~ = I. However, when T b,l < T. < T b,E: the

zones In proportion. to. the conditioned floor. areas; and exterior zone would require heating while the interior zone

(I) solar and ~ran~mlsslon loads affect the.~rI.meter zone only. would require cooling. Thus even under our ideal operating

Note that dally time scales also help legitimIze the two-zone condition scenario a certain amount of simultaneous heating

"assumption. . . and cooling takes place, and EDE1deaI, 2-lOiX < I. The idealized

V Let A, and AE be the floor areas of th.e anterior or core and minimum system energy use of a two-zone building is deduced
:" the exterior or ~ri~et~r zones, respectIvely. The total floor by adding the absolute values of the right-hand terms of Eqs.

area A of the buIldIng IS (9) and (10). Thus

A=A,+AE. (8) EMin.2-zo..= IQB./I + IQB.EI = IAlm"cp(T.-Tb,/) I

Then the thermal load on the interior zone + I(UAs+ bsol + A Ein.cp) (T.- Tb,E)I. (13)

QB.I = internal load + ventilation load. Under this ideal scenario, the system loads Ec and EH equal

the zone loads QB.I and QB,E' respectively, and the expression

= [Oint AI+A,m.cp (T.- T..J] (9) for the ideal EDE for a two-zone building becomes

The th~rmalload on the exterior zon~ . thermodynamic minimum energy use

Q . £ = mternalload + solar load + bulldmg she)) load EDEJdeaI, 2'10.. = '

deal ' ed .. t. I IZ mInImum wo-zone energy use
+ ventilation load -

(E - E ) / E . (1 "- ), - c H Min. 2-'0" 'OU

=[OintAE+Osol+(UA..+bsol+AEin"cp)(T.-TSet)] (10) =

(Q + Q ) / ( I
Q I+I Q I ).

( 14b

), B,I B,E B.I B,E
w~e °soi = Osol + bsol' T Ia' As noted previously, negative values for EDE when EH >

. The slope coefficient bsol of the linearized solar function is Ec can be avoided by taking absolute values of the numerators

normally small compared to VAs (Katipamula and Claridge, of the above equations. A more generalized form of Eq, (14b)

1993). It is convenient to treat the term (UAs+b~ as an is to rewrite it as

"effective" building .env~lope coefficient which includes the EDE =
( 1- Q / Q ) /

( 1+ Q /

Q )linearized solar contribution. IdeaI,2-zo.. B.E B.I B,£ B,I

For the two-zone case, there are two balance-point temper- T b,/< T.< T b,E (IS)

atures, one for each zone. These temperatures are easily de- = I otherwise

duced from Eqs. (9) and (10) by setting the thermal loads equal

to zero and solving for T.. where

Balance-point temperature for the interior zone: Qs ~ ( AE ) (T b £ - T . ) ( VAs + bsol) I
== - ~,- ~ I +. (16)

_or -~

(II) QB.I A, T.-Tb,1 m.cpA£

Tbl-ISet . I

'm.cp Larger values of (AE/At> would suggest a shell-dominated .

Balance point temperature for the exterior zone: building, i.e., one more influenced by T. than by the internal
~ A + ' loads, and vice versa. Figure 2 i\\ustrates how various quantitiesI ' T b E= T.. - Oinl E Osol. (12) vary with outdoor temperature in relation to the set point T KI,

f ' UA.. + bsol + AEin"cp and both the balance point temperatures, T B.I and T B,E' Since

I Note that T b.1 < T b,E' When T. < T b,Io thermal loads of no eco.nomi~r cycle is pr~nt, m. is constant for all T. values~ I
both zones wi\\ be heating loads and when T. > T b.E, thermal ~e dIscussion thus applies to both CA V and VA V systems

loads to both zones wi)) be cooling loads. Under these ('.on- Since m. has been assumed the same for both system types.

,

I - - -. - - - -. - -
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'1 . How the loads for the interior and the exterior zones as well

as the total building loads vary with T. should be noted. The 1 U\/A

loads Q..I -?d Q..£ f~r the t~o zones given by Eqs. (9) and (W/m2 C)

(10), respect.lvely, are IIn~ar v.:lth T. throughout, as in the one. 0.6
zone case d!sc~ssed e~rller (and shown in Fig. I). However, ~ ; -

the total building cooling load line (Ec) has one discontinuity 2~r change point behavior at T b.E while the total building heating r!. 0.2

line (EH) also has one discontinuity, at T b I, 0"

. Note that the quantity (Ec - EH), representing the NET cool- ~ -0.2
Ing energy, should equal the building loads following the First ~ - A/A

Law of Thermodynamics. The net cooling energy in two-zone W -0.6 I

buildings is effectively similar to Qs I-10M for a one-zone build- 0.4

ing. The net cooling is linear for ali values of T., provided of - 0.7
course that latent loads are overlooked. The effect of the latent -1

loads is to introduce another change point in Ec, different - 10
from T b.£ explained above, which should appear when T. = T c' 1~ 25 ,

The two change points for Ec are sufficiently close to be often, Outdoor temp. - 0 C I

but not always, indiscernible when monitored data is examined. Flg.3 Effect 01 !AlIA) and (VAs/A) on EDe-2- followIng Eq. (15). A-
T .

d f . h . set poInt temperature 01 22°C, a venlilatlon aIr flow rate 0109 x 10-'
0 avo I con using t e broad Issue, the effect of the latent kg/s m2 and an Intemalload density 01 2S W/m2 are ed.load has been neglected and the figure drawn accordingly.' as sum .

How EDEldcal. 2-ZOIIC varies with T. following Eq. (15) is con-

ceptually shown in Fig. 2 for a specified value of (AE/ Ail and

[(VAs + bso&>/(m.,cpA£)]' Negative values of EDE simply in- 1 AI/A

dicate that net heating energy use is greater than net cooling 0.4
energy use and vice versa. The index is less than one when T b.1 0.6 - 0.7

< T. < T b.£ and dips to very low values at certain T. values. g
The point of intersection of the EDE line with the temperature ~ 0.2

axis (shown as T b in Fig. 2) corresponds to the balance point N.

temperature of the building had it consisted of only one zone, "2 02
i.e., with perfect interzonal air mixing. w ~ - .

0 0

w Int

3.3 Typical Plots of EDE Idm.2-1OM' How EDEldraI.2-lQM -0.6 (W/m2)

varies with T. can be deduced from the equations presented
in Section 3.2, provided realistic operating ranges for the var- - 1

-~ ious parameters can be established. Exterior zone corridors
can be taken to be about 5-7 m wide, which for typical mul- -10 10 1~ 20 25

tistory buildings having total conditioned floor areas in the Outdoor temp. .. °c
range of 5,(xx)-30,(XX) m2 yield ratios of interior zone area to FIg ~ Elf t I 'A "A) d EDE foilal b ildi . h 0 3-0 8 L (A I ' A ) I . ~ ec 0 """. an on -'2- owing Eq (15) A s.t
!ot. u ng area In. t.e ra.nge. .. ower I va ues ~Int temperature 01 22°C, a ventilation aIr flow rat. of 0.9 ~ 10':' kg/I
indicate that the building IS shell or envelope domInant as m2, and an envelope loss coefficient of 1 W/m2 are assumed.
against internal load dominant. A typical value of m., i.e., air

flow rate per unit floor area for a CAY system is 6x 10-3 .

kg/s- m2 (about I cfm/ft1 (Katipamula and Claridge, 1993). decreasing env.el~pe loss coef~cient (VAs!A) for a fIXed value

Air recycle ratios for institutional buildings (other than say ?f Qi~ has a sImIlar effect (FIg. 3). The effect of decreasing

chemistry buildings) are usually in the range of 0.7-0.9 Intenor zone to total ar~ (AI/A) resul!S in an in.crease in the

(Stoecker and Jones, 1982). Electric consumption from lights slope. of th.e ED.E curves! I.~.., leads t~ ~Jgher effiCIency values.

and equipment is measured in the LoanST AR buildings. In- !his IS logical Since the limiting condition of (AI/A) = 0 results

ternal heat gains from people (as well as loads due to air handler m a. one-zone ~ where EI?E1draI.l-lQM h~ a step change be-

motor inefficiencies, Knebel, 1983) need also to be included. havlor as shown In Fig. I. Finally, for a given value of (VAs!
-Since these loads are relatively small (about 10-20 percent of A) we no.te that EDE plots for different (~I/ A) values intersect

daily total cooling loads) and the schedule of lights and equip- at two different outdoor temperature points.

ment closely follows that of building occupancy, a constant
multiplicative correction of 1.15-1.25 to the measured con- 4 Application to Measured Whole-Building Data
sumption would be a simple way of determining total internal

loads. Internal load densities on a daily basis are normally in 4.1 Description or Buildings. To date there have been

the range 10-40 W/m2. Also, (VAs/A) values are typically in over two dozen buildings in the Texas LoanSTAR program

the range of 1-3 W/"C m2. Solar effects in many of the (Claridge et al., 1991) in which retrofits have been completed.

LoanST AR buildings are small (in the range of five percent ~f these, two institutional buildings have been selected (a) for

of the envelope transmission losses, Katipamula and Claridge, illustrating how the notions and formulae derived earlier can
1993). In this study, we shall assume them to be contained in be applied to real buildings, and (b) to discuss how the EDE

an "effective" (VAs/A) value. Finally, T KI is usually in the approach could be used as a diagnostic tool to evaluate HVAC

comfort range of 21-23"C. system performance. From the physical characteristics of the
EDEldcaI.2-zoox is a function of the following parameters: T.. two buildings, coded I and 2, given in Table I, we note that

DiDI' AI/A, VAs! A and mo. Again, the effect of the last pa- these two buildings exhibit wide differences in physical char-

'~ rameter is small and a mean value of 0.9 x 10-3 can be acteristics such as building area, internal load densities out-

assumed. How EDEldraI.2-~ is affected by the other param- door air intake. Finally, one year's worth of clean dail; pre-
eters is depicted in Figs. 3 and 4. We note that increasing retrofit and post-retrofit data has been selected for Bldg. 1,

internal load density (QiaJ for a fIXed value of (VAs/A) results while Bldg. 2 has only 8 months of clean pre-retrofit and 14

in a translation of EDE plots towards lower T. values as well months of post-retrofit data available. Note that the HV AC

as a small change in the slope of the S-<:urves (Fig. 4). Also retrofits in both buildings consisted of a change out from a
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dual-duct CA V system to a dual-duct VA V system. Neither of,. Bldg. 1

these buildings have strong economizer cycles and so fresh air
intake fractions can be assumed to be constant throughout the 1 n

year (although this fraction changed at the time of the re- ~ 47

trofits). The equations derived in Section 3.2 are hence directly f

applicable to both buildings. .:f If

I

4.1 Inferring Basic Parameters. The various building .1J> I

characteristics and operating parameters necessary to generate -

EDEIdea1. 2.~ need to be determined either from direct mon- .l)

itoring or by engineering judgment. Let's try to determine the ..
overall heat-loss coefficient of the exterior zone, i.e., the term .1..' .1.1 4.1 11.1 1..1 az J2.

(UAs+bool+A£nf.cp) in Eq. (10). The solar effects in both OvtdoOft_at oC

these buildings are small and we shall assume that o~ is in-

herent in Oint and that bool is lumped into VAs. As alluded to

earlier, the overall heat-loss coefficient can be determined by

regressing the net cooling load (Ec- EH) against T.. Thus, from
Eqs. (9) and (10)

~I Bldg. 2

Ec-EH= Qs./+ Qs.£

25.Z

=0;nrA +O~+ (UA.+bool+Am"cp) (T.- T..,) (17) 1 1U

=0- + (UA.+bool+Am"cp)T., (18) ~ U .

w

where I ~

I\..-I - .1J> .

0 =oinlA +0001- (UA.+Am"cp)T..,. -

I. 4.1

Because Oint' VAs, m", and T tel are assumed constant, (Ec
- EH) should be linear in T.. This statement is only valid if ~t.1

latent load effects are neglected, as was assumed when Eqs. 1.1 1.1 11.1 11.1 21.1 &1 J1.

(9) and (10) were derived. The effect of latent loads is to Outdoor ~ -t"C

introduce a change point behavior in the net cooling line at Ag. 5 ScalIer plols of dally net cooling loads (Ec- E,J normalized by

T c as shown in Fig. I. The slope of the lower portion of the conditioned floor area versus To during pr. and post.retroflt periods.

segmented line would more accurately represent the overall The 4.P change point regression Ones (gIven by Eq. (19» are also shown.

heat-loss coefficient. Consequently, a logical procedure to de-

termine this loss coefficient is to assume a functional form

given by a four-parameter (4-P) change point model (Ruch An important issue which we stress here is that though R2 and
and aaridge, 1992) as RMSE improvements from a linear model to a 4-P model are

E,,- EH= (XI + (X2(T.-(X4) - + (X3(T.-cr.)+ (19) modest, the phy~ical parameters, namely the (¥1'+ m" Cp

)where the four parameters to be determined by regression are

. aI, (X2' (X3, cr., and the - and + signs above the parentheses values determined by both methods are different.

signify that the particular terms are to be included in the regres- EDElduI. 2-~ is quite sensitive to this parameter and every

sion only if they are negative and positive, respectively. It is effort should be made to determine it as accurately as possible.

easy to infer from Eq. (19) that (X2 denotes the overall heat- The parameters detennined from a 4-P regression as described

loss coefficient. above are physically consistent, i.e., close to values which we

The sC3tter plots of daily net cooling load versus T. for both estimated from a constructional description of the building

buildings are shown in Fig. 5. Both pre-retrofit and post- walls, roof and glazing of the two buildings.

retrofit data points are shown as well as the regression lines The other physical parameters needed for EDElduI 2. are
following Eq. (19). In both buildings there is a decrease in the given in Table 3. InternaJ electric loads are meas~redncand

slope of the left-hand segment from pre-to post-retrofit pe- correction factors of 1.25 and 1.15 to account for occupant
riods, due to a decrease in the fresh air intake fraction (i.e., and other unmonitored loads (like solar, etc.) have been used

m.) at the time of retrofit. Results of fitting a linear model for Bldg. 1 and Bldg. 2, respec!ively. We note from Table 3

I (Eq. (18» and a 4-P change-point model (Eq. (19» to the data that OiIK for Bldg. I is 40 W 1m2, at the high end, while that

sets are given in Table 2. Because the net cooling load has been for Bldg. 2 is only about 12 W 1m2, representative of the low

~' normalized by the conditioned floor area of the building, the ~nd. Air flow rates in Bl~g. I have been measured while those
. (UAI . ) In Bldg. 2 have been estlInated from equipment performance

i left-hand slopes YIeld A + m.cp values. The model good- data and from discussion with building operators. T KI values

! have been assumed based on engineering judgment and T bJ

j ness-of-fit (R2 values) are very high and the Root Mean Square and T b.E have been calculated from Eqs. (11) and (12) re-

Errors (RMSE) are low (see Table 2), indicating excellent fits. spectively. Note that T bJ values are lower than those attained

- - -" . .. - . --.
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a. Slope of model given by ~. (181

b. Lift-hand slope of model given by~. (191

Table 3 Measured and Inferred building paramete~ used to generate
EDE Ideal, 2'20ne

~ . ~ . c Fr.8tI m.. 'r~ .. - .,./

~ ~ R.trofit °1.. AIr ~ 1s., 16J 1.Z

~. A A 'eriod. Int"'. j.-

I 2 A
W/m 2 % ... 6-.- 2 'C .C .C

W 1M .C

1 0.50.70 ". 40.0 20 1.2xI0.. 1.7 22 -12.314.4
,~ 40.0 10 0.8 x 10-. 1.5 22 -43.7 14.'

2 1.4 0.30 ". 12.5 10 0.5xIO-. 1.5 22 -4.0 11.25

'08( 11.0 5 0.3x10-. 1.0 22 -13.7 20.8
. - estimated value
b - estimated value assuming a perimeter corridor of 5m
c - obtained from monitored data of lights and receptacles and adjusted for occupant and

solar loads
d - determined by regression from data using eQ. (19) and from In estimate of mv
e - calculated from eq. (11)
f. calculated from eq. (12)
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by T. during winter and that T b,£ values are in the range IS-
20 .C. Outdoor Temperature ~ "C

"--" Scatter plots of various area-nonnalized daily energy use Ag. 8(d)
data versus T. for Bldg. 1 and Bldg. 2 are shown in Fig. 6 and
7. respectively, Frames (0) and (b) depict how chilled water Ag. 8 Scatter plots of various arel-normallzed enervY use quantlO..

d h tater energyuse respec tively vary with T during both ve~u, T. for Bldg. 1, (a) chliled wlter US" (bI hot wlter use, (q Ideal
an 0 w . '. two-zone EDE plot /rom EQ. (15) versul data points during pr ,troftt

the pre- and post-retrofit penods, Four-parameter change-point period, (d) Ideal two-zone EDE plot from Eq. (15)ve~us data point, during
regression lines are also shown, not so much for predictive post-retroflt period.
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modeling purposes but to indicate central tendency of data 0 ! :.

variation. How to identify models from monitored data will 0

be treated in a subsequent paper under preparation. We note

that both buildings exhibit change-point behavior, though it
is more pronounced in some than in others. The difference in OuIdoor Temperature - .C

change points in Bldg. I from pre- to post-retrofit periods is A 7(d,

a result of the reset schedule, which was operating improperly g.

~uring the pre-retrofit period and which was rectified at the ~,7 Scalier plots of yarlous area.normallzed energy use quanllUes

tIme of the retrofit, The above discussion serves to highlight yereu,s T. for Bldg. 2. (a) chilled waler use, (b) hot water use, (q ~

the fact that though theoretical consideratiorlS may predict tw~:ne EDE plot from Eq. (15) yereus data points during pre-retrofit

certain behavior in the variation of Ec or EH versus T., mon- ~st-r~:~~~e~:zone EDE plot from Eq. (15) "reus data points during

itored data may not always reveal such behavior distinctly.

However, a better understanding of what it ought to be the-

oretically gives an indication of what types of trends and be- . . .

havior to look for during data analysis of monitored data. supe~lonty of adopting the EDE approach instead of merely

Frames (c) and (d) indicate how the same EDE data points looking at data such as those shown in frames (a) and (b). It

compare with EDE1~.2.zo~ as determined from Eq. (IS) using must be ~a~e clear that the objective of analyring monitored

physical parameters shown in Table 3, for pre- and post-retrofit v.:hole-bullding energy use data in the EDE framework is to

periods separately. Note that absolute values of EDE have glve.the analyst an absolute basis of evaluating, (a) how a

been used in both these frames since it has been found that speclfi.c HV AC system is currently operating, and (b) whether

such a representation enables differences in patterns to be a p.artlcular retrofi~ though saving energy is performing at its

gauged more clearly. We notice from Fig. 6 that the HV AC op~lmum level. This approach requires a careful estimation,

system in Bldg. 1 is operating in a close to ideal manner since or Infer~nce from ~orntored data itself, of the various param-
the data points scatter around and along the ideal line rather eters which determ!ne EDE IdcaI.2.zooe. Alternative data analysis

well. (Note that some of the scatter is due to the day-to-day me~hods that are sImple and yet yield robust estimates of these
variation in internal loads.) This is not the case for Bldg. 2 as VariOUS parameters are issues which need further research and

-- is clear from frame (d) of Fig. 7. Though there has been an refinement.

improvement in EDE for Bldg. 2 due to the retrofit, further

' / energy savings may be possible. A closer investigation in this

particular building revealed that the air conditioning was pro- 5 Summary

vided by two dual~uct .H.V AC systems and one single-d?ct Commercial buildings generally operate with distinct zones

HV AC system, which orIgInally were operated as CA V umts. and this cau

ses the HVAC syst t .

10 fi . ed f n1 . em 0 consume energy In excess
e retro it consIst 0 0 y converting the two dual-duct of the optimal amount namel the al b ' f h .

systems to V A V operations. Thus the reason why the post- dividual zonal

loads Th' I.sex y ge r~c sum al° t e.ln-
fi EDE ' I be d .. . . cess energy use IS a pen ty which

retro It IS ow seems to ue to the thermal mIXIng still needs to be minimized' howev 't be lim'

ed The""""rnno in th~ <inolr-.-duct CA V unit. I . '. .er, I can~ot e Inat .

oena tv IS denendent on hulldln2 oneratln2 characteristics and




